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I would like to speak on the Resolution as a whole. First of all I think
that some questions that i-equire an answer are not answered here. I will
mention particularly one—the question of the dissolution of the Party and
whether we were correct or whether we made a major mistake when we
dissolved the Party and formed the Communist Political Association. Tins

resolution it is necessary that we -have in the present Party discussion a
thorough theoretical clarification of our policies and work. Especially, we
opportunism and revisionism of Marxism, and which I emphatically warned

is the beginning and the end of the Duclos article and while some comrades

against in my letter of January 20, 1944, to the National Committee.

In order to draw the fullest conclusions from the National Board's draft
must uncover the roots of those errors which are correctly characterized as

seem to dismiss this as unessential to the evaluation of the article as a

For this revisionism Comrade Browder must bear the major respond

whole, I think that is taking the matter too lightly.
I think this question is bound up organically with the whole estimate of our

sibility. His recent writings, especially since the conference .of Teheran, have
been saturated with it and, becau.se of his great personal prestige in our
Party, coupled with a lack of adequa^ political discussion in our ranks, he

course that was arrived at by Comrade Duclos. 1 think his whole course of
rea.soiiing on this question began and ended with this point just as the article

did, and I can understated why very well.
I think Comrade Minor very excellently stated the case for considering
that as a mistake, and that he was following very closely the reasoning of

has been able to press much of his revisionist ideas into our Party's policies.
Comrade Browder's revisionism has the same cla.ss roots and goes let

the same general direction as the traditional revisionism of Social Democracy.
The essence of Social Democratic revisionism is the belief that capitalism is

fundamentally progressive and that the big bourgeoisie may, therefore, be

Comrade Duclos and grounding it in-life. There is not the slightest doubt in
my mind that it created difficulties for the European parties. When we took the action, there was

relied upon to lead the nation to peace and pros
perity. The practical effects of this false concep

no doubt in my mind that it would create some

difficulties, and only the most weighty reasons
could justify the Communists of America taking
any action which would place the slightest diffi
culty in front of the Communists in Europe who
were conducting a life and death struggle with
arms in their hands, and risking their lives every

day, every moment. I think we had sufficient
reason for making that decision even though we
knew the difficulties that it would create. I think

we had sufficient reason to believe and have con
fidence that the European parties would overcome

those difficulties quickly, that they would in no
way be permanent, that they would be temporary
and superficial difficulties, quickly overcome; and

I think that life has proved that that was the
case; it has proved it .

tion are to throw the workers under the reaction
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on the resolution of tKe National Board, "The
Present Situation and the Next Tasks," sub
mitted June 2, 1945 as a draft for considera
tion by the National Committee and the
membership.
The discussion in the press is open to all

On the other Jiand, what reason did we have for

dicated by the tragic debacle of German Social
Democracy. Such revisionism is a reflection in the

workers ranks of the class interests of the big
bourgeoisie.

The revisionist ideas that were being developed

members of the Association. With the ex

by Comrade Browder are also based upon the
groundless assumption that capitalism is now pro

ception of this issue, in which Comrade Brow
der has an extended article, articles and let

gressive. On this theory he proceeded to develop
in his book "Teheran, Our Path in War and

ters should not exceed 1200 words. This rule

will apply equally to members of the State
thinking this question was of sufficient importance

ary influence of the big capitalists and to blunt
their progressive and revolutionary Initiative.
Where these policies lead to. If persisted in, is in

Committee and to all other members of the
Association.

Peace," a capitalist Utopia which far outdid any
thing produced anywhere by Social E)emocratic re
visionists. Typically, too, he developed theories
about the "progressive" and "intelligence" of fi
nance capital. In consequence, the policies he for
mulated on the basis of these wrong conclusions

that we could overrule considerations of their dif

tended to subordinate the workers to the influence

ficulties? In my opinion we had sufficient reason.

of reactionary capitalists. Comrade Browder's the

That reason arose from the fact that America had

ories violated many basic principles of Marxism-

become a decisive point in the world struggle, de

Leninism. They were a complete departure from

cisive not only for the Apiet-ican Communists, de
cisive not only for the people of America, but de
cisive for the whole course of world development.

That judgment rests, of course, upon the judgment
that the dissolution of the Party and the creation
of the Communist Political Association in place of

bate that our actions strengthened the Roosevelt
forces, and not knowing what the margin of vic
tory would be, we would have been criminally

■ guilty if we had failed to take the action that

! threw any measure of weight on the side of elec. toral success. Therefore, in my opinion, the dissolu-

it, helped to win the election. If one believes that • , tion of the Party and the formation of the Com
the election results were quite independent of this

munist Political Association was correct.

question, then of course one will reject my point

I think it was further correct in that it gives us

of view, and then of course the dissolution was a

a more favorable approach to the general question

grave error. My most considered opinion, however,
is that that is a wrong estimate, grossly wrong, and

of electoral struggles in the future. That was an

to say that our action did not affect the election
results is In my opinion to bertay serious ignor
ance of the realities of American life.

When I say that It affected the results of the
election, I am not even saying that the election

incidental benefit that came out of it which alone

would not have justified the decision. In this case
it was justified only by its effect upon the elec
tions. But since it was called for by the effect upon
the elections, it is also important that we got
further advantages out of it of a longer-time
character.

am saying that the election was so close, the bal

that if we had decided otherwise Roosevelt would

I think it would be extremely unfortunate if the
opinion were permitted to grow and dominate our
membership that this was a mistake because such
an opinion will inevitably mean that we will lose
this longer-time advantage and we will have loft,
nothing but the disadvantages of the change.
I think it is a duty, a requirement, for the re.solution before us to answer that questiorf. I don't
think you can possibly avoid it, I don't understand
the reasoning that comes to the conclusion that

have lost. That cannot be proved, but it can Ije

one can be silent on this question. I cannot imagine

ance of forces was so" threateningly even, the,

the democratic coalition.

I think probably, although this cannot be proved,

proved in my opinion that our action strengthened
the Roosevelt forces. Whether that margin was

sufficient to change the results of the elections

could be debated. In my opinion it is beyond de'Remarka o/'Earl Broioder w the meeting of the Wa-

tional ^oari, CPA, on June e.

The above assertion

that Comrade Browder's

ideas tended towards cultivating big bourgeois in
fluence in our ranks may startle some of our
Parly members; hence a few brief illustrations of

this tendency, from the practical life of our Party;
during the past 18 months may be instructive:

1.—While our general wartime policy of sup
porting the Roosevelt Administration was correct,

we made the mistake, under Browder's influence, of
failing to criticize many errors and shortcomings of
the Roosevelt government. Various Instances of

this could be cited, a typical example being our
recent defense of the appointment of Stettinius,

a reactionary, as Secretary of Slate. The political
cause of this error was an underestimation of the

would have .been lost if we had done otherwise. I
danger of America being seized by reaction, which
combined pro-Hitler forces in America in its heart,
was so menacing, that we would not have been,
Justified in neglecting any single factor which
could throw an ounce of strength on the side of

Lenin's analysis of the present imperialist stage
of capitalism.

anything more demoralizing to our Association

than to fail to give a dear answer; and even a

wrong answer is better ^han no answer at all.

/•

reactionary forces within the Roosevelt Adminis

tration and a failure to appreciate the need^to
fight them boldly.

2.—^Then there was the failure, throughout the
war, to demand that organized labor be admitted
into the Roosevelt government on a coalition basis.

Browder opposed every suggestion of this charac
ter. even objecting to the demand that organized
labor should be given adequate representation in
the Roosevelt cabinet. Such an altitude indicated

the revisionist feeling that all was safe under the

leadership of the bourgeoisie and that labor should
not disturb the "harmonious"'.class relationships
by making unpleasant demands for'representation
in lop Administration circles. That labor's general

political position was weakened by not being rep

About some other features of the resolution. As

resented in the Roo.sovolt cabinet on a coalition

I said this morning, I could accept the program of

basis is obvious. It is not less clear that our Party

^Continued on Page tf
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action as a basis if the gap that I spoke of is

filled in. And I place this as my first consideration
in evaluating the resolution, because before us tpday is what effect our action is going to have upon

life at the moment. I am very much afraid of a
disintegration of programmatic approach to the
questions of the day by our membership. And

everything that can restate tiiose issues, which are
our ties to the masses, Is good and must be pre
served even at the cost of sacrificing other things
for the time being. Other things can be remedied.
In my opinion there is even no disaster in theoretical

mistakes so long as our Association retains its
ties with the masses which constitute our most

precious possession next to our basic Marxian un
derstanding, which is not fundamentally disturbed
by any theoretical mistalces that may have oc
curred.

So I am glad, even with the gap that I would like
to see remedied, I am very glad to see the slogans

of action which on the whole preserve a gound core
of our' connection with the masses. But let's

have no illusions that these slogans of action are
not endangered by the present situation in'our
Association.

That brings me to ,the question then, which is
the key question of the world—the relations be
tween American and the Soviet Union. It is my
opinion that this is not adequately dealt with in
the resolution.

In the June issue of Political Affairs, I already
gave a brief version of my estimate. I finished that
article on this.note;

"I wish to express my profound conviction that
coincidence of interest between America and the

Soviet Union (and not least, precisely, because
it is the Socialist Soviet Union) will override and

overrule the surface conflict of ideology and
etiquette (to use IJppmann's phrase), and Britain
when confronted with Soviet-American unity plus

a joint desire to help Britain solve her problems
will also rejoin that unity."

The grounds for such belief I stated in the fol
lowing;
"There are only two alternatives to such a
course. One is an Anglo-American war against
the Soviet Union, which is mUitary and political
insanity. The other is an 'armed peace' directed
against the Soviet Union, which is another name
for diplomatic and economic war without drawing

the military conclusions, and this condition, shat
tering the prospects of a stable peace even while
refraining from war .would cancel all prospects for

a rapid expansion of the world markets so vital for

Am^ica's postwar economy. Either of these al
ternatives would be a disaster for America."

Now. I want to enlarge upon these considera
tions that I briefly stated in that article. The key to
that judgment which I made is the statement that
here is a coincidence of interest between America

and the Soviet Union, which is the foundation for

the preservation of a stable peace. I was happy to
read yesterday morning a statement by Comrade
Foster in his article (which I haven't seen before)
in the same issue of Political Affairs ,in which

Comrade Foster recognized this coincidence of in

terest, because I had had the impression (perhaps
wrongly) that Comrade Foster denied this—denied

would give a certain different tone to it and a

certain different fundation, because as it stands,
its tendency, while not clearly and sharply defined,
is to deny that and it creates the trend of thought
which loolts upon the American bourgeoisie as find
ing its true class interest in the policy of war or
preparation lor war against tlie Soviet Union. And

this, I think, is profoundly wrong regardless of
what opinion one might have as to the result of
the struggle of tendencies in the imperialist bour
geoisie itself on the question of jjolicy.
I said I was going to make a criticism of Com
rade Foster's article as well as an approving state
ment. The criticism which it is necessaiy to make

farsighted elements among the capitalists, the
Kaisers, Krugs, Nelsons, etc., realizing that their
class interests dovetail with the nation's interests

and understanding that any attempt of the United
States to go it alone in the world would result in

sure disaster, are accepting the general policies
laid down at Teheran and Yalta."

I think that that Idea expressed thus by Com
rade Foster is essentially sound and Its significance
lies not in any attempt to evaluate the statistic

composition of the bourgeoisie on this issue—how
many are for and how many are against—but its
significance lies in its recognition that however
many there may be or however few there may be

among the capitalists who see the necessity of the
general policies laid down at Teheran and Yalta,
these, whether they be few or many, are the far-

sighted ones who recognize the true interests of

opportunism.

Is there such a change in the world relation of
forces? I think there is such a change, and it is
not a change in the class character of the bour

geoisie or in the imperialist nature of the capitalist
system of the United States; that remains the

-same, as I have emphasized time and again in
every major document that I wrote.

I would define this change, in its bare outlines,
somewhat in the following fashion, and I admit in

Vandenberg and du Font, but is equally represent

advance inadequacy of formulation; I hope merely

ed in the Kaisers, Krugs and Nelsons, and that the
Kaisers, Krugs and Nelsons are the true repre

to get across the bare bones of the idea to you.
The first factor in this changed world relation
of forces is the emergence of the Soviet Union in

sentatives of the interests of their class, and that

the Vandenbergs and du Fonts fail to see the true
interests of their own class. (Foster: Just like
Chamberlain did not see it.)
Exactly the same thing. I am not trying to give

alliance with America and Britain as the victors in

the greatest of all wars.
Second, is the fact that the Soviet Union was

you news, Comrade Foster; I am trying to give you

the greatest contributor to the common victory not
only in relation to all other factors taken singly,

analysis and I am trying to bring together all
these things we all know into a coherent picture of

lectively.

the situation of the world, the relation of forces in
the world, which must be the foundation from
which we build our line.
Now I want to examine a little more this relation
of forces in the world which makes it to the class

interest of the American bourgeoisie, which is- em
imperialist bourgeoisie, to take the course of Te
heran and Yalta. My remarks are not very well
organized, I had to work on them in a very frag
mentary fashion, but you will have to excuse that;
I promise to put them into more systematic and
extended form as I gain lime to do it.

Victory in Europe has not ended the war, and

but also in relation to all other factors taken col

Third, the enormous expansion of American
economy in the war and as a direct result of the
war, the consequent relegation of Britain to a
secondary position in the world relation of forces,
leaving only America and the Soviet Union in
the position of great powers in the fullest sense
of the word, and having the additional feature of

presenting world economy with a sudden doubling
of the productive forces of the greatest power in
tlie world.

Fourth, the wiping out of the main bases of re
actionary, anti-democratic power in Europe and
the consequent rise of broadly based democratic

this is something we are somewhat inclined to for

governments of the people as the main and de

get. Tlie war is still on and the war in the Far East

cisive characteristic of the continent from the So

vitally affects the course of events everywhere in

viet borders to the Atlantic Ocean.

the world. We are inclined to forget this because,

while we face the continued problems of war in
the Pacific, we are at the same time facing the be

ginnings of the problems of reconversion. The
problems of postwar push tlieraselvcs upon our
attention before the war is over and we find our

Fifth, a deep-going impetus given by the ex
periences of the war to the national liberation
movement of the colonies and semi-colonies, a
movement now gaining such strength that if re
sisted by the imperialist powers in the old way,
will inevitably soon break out in a series of major

selves unavoidably engaged in the fundamental dis
cussion of the postwar period before it has fully

national liberation wars- I refer to India, Indonesia

arrived.

served in the Near East, in Africa and in Latin

However ,the release of our forces from military
engagement in Europe enables America and Britain
to throw them fully against the Japanese in the
Pacific and thus assures that the postwar world

and Indo-Chlna, but the same process is to be ob
America which is largely semi-colonial in charac
ter.

These are the main features of the new relation

will be minus the Rome-Berlin-Tokio axis; the

of forces in the world and certainly" they have rad

Fasci-st powers will have disappeared from the

ically changed from anything that existed before.
Within this radically changed world constellation

scene. There will exist, only two great powers in
the world capable of pursuing an entirely indepen
dent policy—America and the Soviet Union. Brit
ain, greatly weakened by the war, remains a first
class power only in combination with America and

of forces the decisive* factor determining whether
or not a stable peace for generations will be real
ized, is the relationship between America and the
Soviet Union. If these two powers can agree upon

the Soviet Union, or if these two are divided by

a basis of collaboration to that end and can main

playing the balance of power game between them.
The chief problem of the postwar world, tlierelore,

tain that collaboration then a stable peace can be
realized. If not, then the vision of a stable peace

will be the relations between America and the
Soviet Union.

At Teheran Roosevelt and Stalin agreed to tell
the world that as to the peace "we are sure that
our concord will make it an enduring peace, one

that will banish the scourge and terror of war for
many generations." Churchill, perforce, had to sign
it also regardless of what reservations he may
have had. The Teheran concord was a document

of a diplomatic character, that is, it was an agree
ment tetween governments, but it would be the
grossest error not to understand that it was
something much more than that. In the words I
have quoted, Teheran was a political platform for

gathering and organizing all the forces in the

is a dangerous illusion and Utopian. Thus the
question becomes—whether it Is possible for the
greatest capitalist, imperialist power—America—
America the land of tlie highest degree of concen
tration and centralization of capital, that is, of

monopoly capitalism—capitalism in its imperialist
stage of development—is it possible for such a

country to find the way of peaceful coexistence
and collaboration with the Union of Soviet Socialist

Republics within one frame-work, within a single
world order of nations which they jointly sustain.
I know that there is a widely spread negative

opinion among Marxists and among leading Marx
ists, among men whose opinions we must respect,
who hold that this possibility is theoretically ex
cluded and that to admit this possibility as a

world that can make for an enduring peace. It
was a declaration that this goal was not a Utopia,

factor in our tltinking in itself constitutes revision

that it Is realizable. It became the central point in

til this war, while it has always been not only pos
sible but necessary for all Marxists to understand
that the Soviet Union, from the time of its appear
ance on the stage of history, could and did honestly

the Roosevelt platform for the 1944 elections, and

unquestionably was one of the principal factors in
his reelection to a fourth term. It expresses the

deepest aspirations ot the peoples of the whole

of Marxism. And it is true that heretofore, up un

If an enduring peace for many generations is

proclaim to the world its wish to coexist and col
laborate peacefully to realize this hope; yet the
Marxist analysis always concluded that the in

possible, we must be/ able to understand fully what

superable obstacle to the realization of this goal

world.

/

makes it possible, it has never before been pos

national interest.

sible for Marxists to declare that there is such a

I wish this idea of Comrade Foster's article could

the relation of world forces that makes it possible,
can be nothing but harmful utopianism or arrant

perialism expressed only in the policy-of aggression
and aggrandizement, whereas the tioie understand
ing of American imperialism and American im
perialist policy is that it is represented not only in

their own class and see that this dovetails with the

be embodied in our draft resolution, because it

we cannot define the objctive factors which create

this possibility then we are departing from Marx
ism. Any perspective that admits of the possibility
of a durable peace without defining the cliange in

is that Comrade Foster's article sees American im

at least that the coincidence of interest extended

to the bourgeoisie of America.
Comrade Foster wrote in his article: "By far
not all American capitalists favor a policy of ag
gressive imperialist expansion. Large numbers of
them follow the general Roosevelt line. These more

the world. Yet we now speak of this possibility In
the absence of the general spread of socialism to
the decisive powers who decide peace and war. If

possibility short of the time when socialism will

replace capitalism in at least the major nations of

came from the capitalist world, which by its very
nature is incapable of reconciling _ itself to any
(Continued on Page S)
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long-terra collaboration with the strong and ex
panding Socialist sector of the world. It must be
acknowledged that this preestablished Marxian
riew, established on the basis of a previous rela

tion of forces, is very firmly buttressed not only in'
theory,,but in the facts of life as they were ex

perienced throughout the past decade by hundreds
of millions of people throughout the world. I have
myself published hundreds of pages tracing and
analyzing the course of events in which the chief
capitalist powers, dominated by their innate and
long-standing hostility to the Soviet Union, plunged
the world into this catastrophic war and risked
their own extinction rather than come to any long-

term basis of agreement with the Soviet Union. It
requires weighty factors now to enable one to con
clude that what proved impossible in the past has
now become possible. Such weighty factors can
not be found in the general coincidence of interest
on the part of the people.s of America and Soviet
Union; that coincidence existed in the past yet it
could not impose itself effectively upon the bour
geois class which dominates America and deter
mines its policy, the dass which has an innate-hos
tility to the Soviet Union, and a class which came
to the war-coalition only under the stress of di
rect necessity. The existence of a general American
national interest demanding long-term collabora
tion with the Soviet Union is not by itself sufficient

to justify the conclusion that it has become possible

Is there any serious basis for conceiving that

see a perspective of successful reconversion, their
impulse is to continue the war, and find a new
war as this war ends. Third, there is their hope

it is possible for the bourgeoisie, the American

that such a war if victorious for American arms

gsnce to avoid the dangerous course of the armed

ruling class, to have within itself enough intelli-*

would make the American bourgeoisie the masters

peace, preparation for future anti-Soviet war and

of the world, that it would realize the American

that they may therefore turn to the third course

Century.
On the loss side of the balance sheet, there would
be: first, America would, perforce, carry the mili
tary and economic burden of such a war which

of policy, Teheran and Yalta, 'seriously, from a
real long-term point of view? I am firmly of the

opinion that this possibility is not excluded, that

would be 10 to 20-fold heavier than that 'which

to conceive of this possibility, is not a departure
from Marxism. In fact, it is my opinion that a clear

America has home in the present war. Every re
port which I have from our forces in Europe con

Marxian analysis of the terms of the problem,
which are the terms of a new world relationship of

tains this item—the talk among the American

forces produced by the war, where the central fact
is the power of the Soviet Union, and the second

soldiers is, regardless of their political opinions,
the one thing we don't want is to tangle with the
Red Army. Second, on the loss side—the economic

system as at present organized would break down,
inevitably, requiring more drastic reorganization
than anything envisaged as necessary for a long
time peace; while politically, the bourgeoisie would
soon be faced with rebellious masses at home and

fact Is the power of democracy and the peoples of
the democratic countries, the power of the laljor
movement, the power of the national liberation

movements—all of these require us, from a Marx
ian approach, to judge the course of Teheran and

Yalta is possible, that the American bourgeoisie
from its own class inteersts under this relation of

abroad and mounting difficulties all over the world.
And third, the virtual certainty that such a war

forces may take this path.

would, in the most favorable case for the American
bourgeoisie, end in a military stalemate followed

it was impossible to conclude that the bourgeoisie
of any country of developed capitalism could par
ticipate in the organization of a long-term peace. M
was theoreticaDy excluded. But today the new
world relation of forces no longer permits us to

by Socialist revolutions all over the world and, if
not in America, then at least the complete isolation

of American capitalist society which under those

conditions could only be an American fascism.
This course is obviously suicidal, so utterly di

In the nine decades of Marxism before this war,

exclude it from theoretical considerations.

for this national interest to be realized through the

vorced from any sane estimate of the forces in the

The next que.stion that we have to answer la

instrumentality of the existing state which is domi

world, so completely unreal ,that only nitwits of
the type of Claire Boothe Luce and Colonel Mc-

whether, since it "is possible, we should not make

nated by the bourgeoisie.
•

Only if the bourgeoisie has a class interest
which coincides to some degree with the national
interest does the possibility exist that the policy
of long-term collaboration with the Soviet Union
can be realized without a basic change in the class
structure of state power in America.
What reason, what considerations can be -found
in the world of reality to sustain the idea that the
American bourgeoisie can find in the postwar
world such an incentive in its own class interest to
collaboration with the Soviet Union, as effective

as the incentive it found in war necessity, to bring

about the war-time coalition after long refusal and
hesitation? Just as the bourgeoisie of Britain and

America came to the war-time policy of coalition
only along a tortuous path, through collapse and
failure of evei-y other alternative policy, so also
may we expect that they will move along the post

Cormick and Hearst even continue to play with the

this possibility the basis of a serious effort to mo^

reactionary (in the general sense) circles of The
American bourgeoisie are over-whelmingly of the
opinion that they could not possibly win a war with

bilize to realize it, and form a bloc, an alliance,
• with that section of the bourgeoisie which sees its
true class interests, fighting together with them
for its realization and throwing the power of the
labor and democratic mass movement to bear upon

the Soviet Union. The bulk of the American bour

the more backward and reluctant sections of the

geoisie, unless it suddenly goes as insane as Hitler
or suddenly for some reason abandoned its in
telligence, will reject this path.

bourgeoisie thereby reenforcing the convictions of
the more far-sighted leaders of the bourgeoisie.
It is of course, understood in all this argument,
that the decisive force for realizing a lasting peace
is a powerful labor movement with a clear policy

idea. It is a fact that the most conservative and

I.know' that it is not excluded that such a thing

can happen. The bourgeoisie, because it is in the
historical position of a dying class, is subject to
at tlie head of all the democratic masses. We are
fits of madness, and it could fall into this mad
discussing wliether such a labor movement marches
panic that would lead it into a military attempt,^ in alliance with the most far-sighted bourgeoisie,,
against the Soviet Union. But clearly and obvious
or against the bourgeoisie as a class.
ly, this is contrary to its class interest; it would
I think that, of couse, we must say there is no
be suicidal madness, and while it would create tre
automatic guarantee of achieving this goal, even
mendous destruction in the world, it lost its last
though it is possible, and even though we set our
slim chance to win in such an adventure when it
selves the task to realize that possibility. Especial

war path indicated at Teheran and Yalta only to

failed to save and take over the armies of Hitler.

the degree that all other alternative proposals are

Second, there is the read of the armed peace, the
in wihch these forces can be effectively crystal
carrot and club policy. Superficially considered, .
lized to bring it about, because if we get well on

found to be closed to them, impractical to them, im

possible of^ working.
The first question, then, in estimating the class
interest of the American bourgeoisie, is to ex

amine, what are these alternatives from which
they might choose. These all boil down to two: one
is the immediate transition of the war against

Germany and Japan into a new war against the
Soviet Union; the other is an armed peace within

which the main policy would be diplomatic and
economic war against the Soviet Union, with mili

tary hostilities postponed to some indefinite fu
ture time, with American-Soviet relations being
adjusted from moment to moment and from issue
to issue. Upon a purely empirical basis, without
long-time policy, according to the notorious carrotand-club thesis of Mr. Bullitt.

Now let us examine carefully each of these alter
natives and see if either of them can possibly be

accepted by the American bourgeoisie as expressing
its class interests, or, if they did accept either of

this is much more realistic than the first course,

and undoubtedly today it has the adherence of the
great majority of the American bourgeoisie .But let
us ask ourselves: how long will it work? What is
the nature of this policy in terms of practical ap

plication in reality? This policy is merely a hypo
critical and masked form of the first course, the

path of war, and more dangerous because it creates
the conditions and the atmosphere in which its
irinate tendencies could lead the American bour

geoisie into tlie path of war without a conscious de
cision based on cold calculation. It is a policy which

merely postpones the war while moving in every
ffcld to prepare for it. It has none of the profits
of the immediate war of course, for the bour

geoisie. Especially, taking this course, the Ameri
can bourgeoisie will face a world with a great
void in the place of markets. This course destroys
the possibility of market expansion, whUe it does
not fill the gap with a war market. It could not
expand the pre-war peace market; it could not

ly we must emphasize that there is not much time
the road of an armed peace, an empirical settle
ment of relations from point to point and issue to
issue, this is going to create the atmosphere of
war and stimulate and crystallize all of the war
forces within the bourgeoisie against the Soviet
Union. We should take advantage of the favorable,
moment presented by the fact that we are just

now emerging from a war with Germany, as allies
of the Soviet Union, that the American people are,
accustomed to the thought of comradeship in
great undertakings with the Soviet Union, when
all of the political conditions are most favorable—
that is the moment when these forces must be

crystalized for the long-term course of the peace,
else we run a serious danger of a pattern of war
being fashioned again, step by step and slowly
over a period of a few years,, to one of fixed

hostility to the Soviet Union, leading when the
economic crisis comes, as it will inevitably soon

come under such world conditions, to the prob
able solution of the difficulties of the bourgeoisie

these alternatives, whether it would not immediate

even restore the pre-war peace market, not to

ly be impressed upon them by events that they do
not protect their class interests.
First, there is the road of immediate transition
to war against the Soviet Union. What are the
chief gains and losses this would bring to thebourgeoisie?

speak of expanding it, to utilize the expanded pro
ductive capacity in America that emerged from

•

lead, within a very few years to such an economic

adventurous war against the Soviet Union.
Therefore I must emphasize that the favorable
conditions that now exist vrill not all be present a
year or two or three from now. And that it is
therefore of the essence of the Teheran policy that
we make every effort to crystalize it as the ac-i

On the profit side of the balance sheet of such
a war, the American bourgeoisie could place first,
a spiritual satisfaction of acting according to its
own innate impulsions, its established ideologies

crisis that would dwarf any previously known in

cepted policy, the accepted approach, the accepted

the history of capitalism, and such an economic

atmosphere of all strata of Americans, and as
quickly as possible. I consider that anything and

and prejudices. That is a factor that would in
fluence the bourgeoisie to the course of war. Sec
ond, the immediate economic and political ad
vantages that flow from a continuing war market,
thus postpointing the day of reckoning with a
peace market of equal size, which must be realized
as the only escape from economic collapse; and one
must admit that this is a powerful factor impelling
the American bourgeoisie towards war with the
Soviet Union; to that degree to which they fail to

the war.
•

This course of the armed peace, of the carrotand-club, if it should be followed would inevitably

crisis would then foree a decision, under much
more unfavorable circumstances of the basic choice

between war and a long-tenn peace of collaboration
which had been postponed by this policy. The

postponement could not be,, for very long. While
this second course of the irmed peace is superfi

at that time through their engaging in a wild and

everything which would tend to block or hinder,
to obstruct or fail to contribute to the realization

of this possibility Is a mistake—and is a mistake
which is doubly unforgivable when it is made by
Marxists who should know better.

cially much more attractive to the bourgeoisie than

It is my feeling that tlus resolution and the

immediate war, the first .serious analysis of where

Duclos article which inspired it has failed to take
these considerations Into account, and by thus faiL

this course leads, the first'serious effort of thoughful examination, inevitably reveals it as just as un
profitable and just as dangerous not only (o the
peoples, but to the bourgeoisie themselves.

ing, has missed the supreme issue of the world at
this moment. And I cannot give my approval to
•such a development

Foster on Revisionism in the C.P.A.
(ContinHed from Papc t)

by failing to raise this important demand, lost a
.very good opportunity to strengthen its own posi
tion of leadership among ttie worlcing class and
the nation.

3-—There was also the rejection by Comrade

his incredible proposals to the effect that in the
postwar period the capitalists would voluntarily

double the wages of the workers. He argued that
the employers would do this because "they must
find the solution in order to keep their plants in
operation." Such an illusion was carrying reliance
upon the "intelligence" and "progressivism" of the

mated the hostility in the ranks of finance capital
in the United States and Great Britain towards the
USSR. His idea was that "Britain and the United

Stales have closed tiie books finally and forever
on their old expectation that the Soviet Union as a

Socialist country is going to disappear some day."
The danger of Comrade Browder's opportunistic
complacency in this vital matter is being drama

Browder of proposals, made in the National Board

big bourgeoisie to the point of utter absurdity.

over a year ago, to the effect that labor should de

mand representation at all international confer

This nonsense injured our Party's prestige, and had
the workers been foolish enough to believe it they

ences held by the United Nations for the prosecu

would have been rendered helpless in the face of

paigns in both Great Britain and the United States,
although the USSR has barely finished its historic

th profit-hungry capitalists.

task of bearing the brunt of tlie war to save hu

tion of the war and the preparations for the peace.
This demand is now being pushed by the new World

Trade Union Federation, but Browder was opposed
to it in principle. He argued that we must not in
sist upon labor representatives at such conferences.
So we did not make the demand. Browder could

arrive at such an opportunistic position only upon
the basis of his incorrect belief that labor's and

the nation's interests were being adequately taken
care of by our bourgeois government. It was only
_ after the London Trade Union Conference had de

manded representation at all United Nations gath
erings that we, too, took up the demand.
—A similar mistake of Comrade Browder's

was his acceptance of the two-party system virtual

ly in perpetuity. He speaks almost reverently of
"the stone wall of the two-party system." Here
again is a tendency to accept bourgeois leadership
and to underestimate working class initiative.

While there is at the present time no basis for a

third party movement, such a development can
not be simply ruled out permanently. Philip Murray, in the January, 1944, American Magazine,

tized by the present dangerous anti-Soviet cam

manity from Fascist slavery.
—Akin to the above absurdity was Comrade

Browder's proposal that in the vitally important
matter of developing American foreign trade, "the
government shall go no further in this direction (to
regulation—W.Z.F.) than the capitalists them

11-—Comrade Browder's faith in the progressiv
ism of present-day capitalism and its ruling bour
geoisie had its ultimate axpression in his curt dis
missal of the whole question of socialism in our

country, not only as an immediate political issue

selves demand." He was willing to leave the "free
enterprisers" build up foreign trade "entirely and
completely by their owm chosen methods." Imagine
what a golden field of exploitation would be opened
up to the export-capitalists were the American peo

(in which he was correct) but also in the sense of

ple to leave the whole question of foreign trade in

if It were true that the capitalist world, rejuvenated
by the war and by its contact with the USSR, was

such hands.

8.—Again Comrade Browder showed his desire

mass education (in which he was wrong). He even

abandoned all criticism of capitalism as a system

of exploitation of the workers. All this, too, is log
ical in Comrade Browder's revisionist thinking. For
going, under the leadership of a progressive bour

not to offend the big capitalists (who were sup
posedly cooperating with us to achieve the postwar
democratic proposals of Teheran) by his easy ac

geoisie. into a new period of prodigious expansion
that would bring "generations of prosperity" to

ceptance of their slogan of "free enterprise." Ttiis
demagogic watchword was in reality a demand for
a free hand, economically and politically, for the

for the USA would become a matter of only very

monopolists. Frankness compels the admission that
Roosevelt, Wallace, Murray and others did a better

portunistic ideas and proposals many more could

the peoples of the world, then indeed, socialism
remote and abstract interest.

To the foregoing list of Comrade Browder's op
be added. We must understand that these are not

stated the matter much better than Browder when
he said that the political situation in the United

job at exposing the reactionary content of this big

isolated, unrelated errors; they constitute a whole

business slogan than Comrade Browder did.

States at this time does not justify the formation

9-—Comrade Browder's belief in a postwar-class

system of revisionist thinking. They involve'violations of basic principles of Marxism-Leninism and

of a third party.

collaboration for many years with the big bour

Browder's overestimation of the solidity of the

geoisie, a theory for which he was so severely casti

must be eliminated from our Party theory and
practice.

two-party system was a major factor in leading

gated by Duclos, flowed naturally from the revi

him (and, unfortunately, our Party) into the harm

sionist ideas that he was developing. For, if the

ful action of dissolving the Communist Party and

big capitalists were in the mood to raise volun

reorganizing our forces into the CPA. This was a

tarily the wages of their workers; if they were so

Comrlide Browder's revisionism was wrong

logical step for him to take; for, believing that the
bourgeoisie had become progressive, he naturally
underestimated the need for a strong, independent

progressive that they could be trusted-with the

throughout the whole war period, since the Party

regulation of our foreign trade; if they were sup

accepted his incorrect analysis of the Teheran
agreement 18 months ago. His report should have

Communist Party of the working class.
5-—Comrade Browder's serious concern that our

porting generally the democratic objectives of
Teheran—then, surely the workers would have lit
tle about which to quarrel with them. In such a

*j)icture, the conception of the class struggle simply

As the National Board's resolution points out,

been rejected at the January, 1944, meeting of our
National Committee. Browder's opportunism has
done much harm to our otherwise sound wartime
policy, and it would have been disastrous had it

Party should not attack the trusts as such was a

disappears.

natural result of his general illusion as to the pro«
gressive character of the big bourgeoisie. The only

der's revisionist theorizing was his attempt to

The resolution of the National Board constitutes

regulations of monopoly practices that should take

exorcise imperialism out of existence. Especially,

a fundamental correction in theory and practice of

10.—Another logical product of Comrade Brow

been continued over into the postwar period.

place, he argued, were those which the monopolists

he could see no danger whatever from American

Comrade Browder's errors. It furnishes the basis

themseh'es should agree to. This, of course, would
mean to give the monopolists a free hand and to

imperialism. Although the big capitalists in this
country obviously are maneuvering and driving to

for the widest unity of the people for the realization
of the democratic goals of Teheran and Yalta; it

leave the people at their mercy. But this prospect

establish their hegemony over the war-torn world.

did not alarm Browder, for he believed that fi

Comrade Browder could not see it. He has not even

nance capital, In "its most decisive sections," was

provides practical policies to help build the great
national democratic coalition which, in the post

danger of monopolistic domination and exploita

mentioned publicly the concept or the term, "Amer
ican imperialism." for the past 18 months. Indeed,
as late as the very eve of the Sian Francisco con
ference, Browder, in a National Board meeting,
scoffed at warnings against the danger of the
machinations of imperialists at the conference. He
denied emphatically, in fact, that there was any
such danger, asserting that no important sections
of the American bourgeoisie are nursing plans-for

tion.

world domination.'

following a progressive line in the war and

would also do so in the peace. Browder castigated
as dangerous leftism all demands that the workers

and the people should curb the monopolies. Thus,
under this definition, Roosevelt, Wallace, Murray,
HiUman, and even William Green himself were

guUty of leftism for warning the people against the
6.—^Typical, also, of Comrade Browder's belief

As part of his theories of the liquidation of im

ia the progreasivism of the big bourgeoisie were

perialism, Comrade Browder especially underesti

war period, must be broad enough to include the
workers, farmers, professionals, small business
men, and also those groupings among the bourge
oisie who support Roosevelt's anti-Axis policies,
and who understand that the alternative to Yalta

would be economic chaos, a big growth of fascism,
and a new world war. It is our great task therefore,
to mobilize all our forces behind the National

Board's resolution and, when it Is endorsed by our
National Committee and membership, to bring it
effectively before the labor movement and the

whole American people.
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